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 Universal Tools Designated Supports Accommodations 
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EMBEDDED EMBEDDED EMBEDDED 
Breaks  Color contrast: Black on rose American sign language ** (listening only) * 
Digital notepad Color contrast: Medium grey on light grey Braille ** (on computer) * 
English dictionary (for performance full writes) Color contrast: White on black Closed captioning ** (for listening items)  
English glossary Color contrast: Yellow on blue Streamlined interface (rather than 2 columns) 
Expandable passages Large print (21 pt.) - Zoom off Text-to-speech ** (reading passages only) *  
Global notes (for performance full writes) Large print (24.5 pt.) - Zoom off  
Highlighter Large print (35 pt.) - Zoom off  
Keyboard navigation Large print (42 pt.) - Zoom off   
Mark for review Large print (??? pt.) - Zoom off   
Spell check (for specific writing items) Masking  
Strikethrough Permissive mode (for accessibility software)  
Writing tools (bold, italic, bullets, undo/redo) Text-to-speech ** (writing, listening, reading items only, 

not passages) * 
 

Zoom (standard font size 14 pt.) Turn off Digital notepad   
 Turn off English dictionary   
 Turn off English glossary   
 Turn off Expandable passages   
 Turn off Global notes   
 Turn off Highlighter  
 Turn off Keyboard navigation  
 Turn off Mark for review  
 Turn off Spell check  
 Turn off Strikethrough  
 Turn off Writing tools  

NON-EMBEDDED NON-EMBEDDED NON-EMBEDDED 
Breaks  * Administer at time of day most beneficial for student Additional Instructional Supports (CAA only - must 

be on the IEP) 
English dictionary (for performance full writes) Bilingual dictionary ** (for performance full writes) * Alternate response (e.g., adapted keyboard, mouse, 

touch screen, head wand, switch) * 
Scratch paper Color contrast (for colors not embedded) Braille ** (paper-pencil test) *   
Thesaurus (for performance full writes) Color overlay Large print version of paper-pencil test ** (as available) 
 Magnification * Print on demand (must contact test coordinator) * 
 Noise buffers Read aloud (reading passages only) * 
 Read aloud (listening and writing) *  Scribe (for writing) * 
 Read aloud (reading items only, not passages) *  Speech-to-text ** (may use own devices) * 
 Scribe (for non-writing items) *   
 Separate setting *  
 Simplified test directions  
 Special lighting, acoustics, assistive devices, and/or 

furniture * 
 

 Translated test directions ** (SBAC PDFs) *  
 *  Use of this support may require separate setting and/or extra time 
 ** Not available for CAA   

CAASPP Universal Tools, Designated Supports, Accommodations Menus 
(SBAC/CAA in ELA/Math for students in grades 3-8 and 11) 

 (CAST/CAA in Science for students in grades 5, 8, and 10, 11 or 12)  
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EMBEDDED EMBEDDED EMBEDDED 
Breaks  Color contrast: Black on rose American sign language **  * 
Calculator (for specific items, gr. 6-8, 11) Color contrast: Medium grey on light grey Braille ** (on computer)  * 
Digital notepad Color contrast: White on black Streamlined interface (rather than 2 columns) 
English glossary Color contrast: Yellow on blue  
Expandable passages Large print (21 pt.) - Zoom off  
Highlighter Large print (24.5 pt.) - Zoom off  
Keyboard navigation Large print (35 pt.) - Zoom off  
Mark for review Large print (42 pt.) - Zoom off  
Math tools (ruler, protractor for specific items) Large print (???.) - Zoom off   
Strikethrough Masking  
Writing tools (bold, italic, bullets, undo/redo) Permissive mode (for accessibility software)  
Zoom (standard font size 14 pt.) Text-to-speech ** *  
 Translation glossary ** (select language) *  
 Translation - Spanish ** (stacked) *  
 Translated test directions ** (must also have Translation 

Spanish stacked) * 
 

 Turn off Calculator   
 Turn off Digital notepad   
 Turn off English glossary   
 Turn off Expandable passages   
 Turn off Highlighter  
 Turn off Keyboard navigation  
 Turn off Mark for review  
 Turn off Math tools  
 Turn off Strikethrough  
 Turn off Writing tools  

NON-EMBEDDED NON-EMBEDDED NON-EMBEDDED 
Breaks * Administer at time of day most beneficial for student Additional instructional supports (CAA only - must be 

on the IEP) 
Scratch paper Color contrast (for colors not embedded) 100s number table (gr. 4 & up) 
 Color overlay Abacus 
 Magnification * Alternate response (e.g., adapted keyboard, mouse, touch 

screen, head wand, switch) * 
 Noise buffers Braille or talking calculator (for VI students designated 

items gr. 6-8, 11) (gr. 4 & up for CAA) 
 Read aloud * Braille ** (paper-pencil test) * 
 Read aloud in Spanish **(also for stacked translations) * Calculator (designated items gr. 6-8, 11) (gr. 4 & up for 

CAA) 
 Scribe * Large print version of paper-pencil test  ** (as available) 
 Separate setting * Multiplication table (from publisher gr. 4 & up) 
 Simplified test directions Print on demand (must contact test coordinator) *  
 Special lighting, acoustics, assistive devices, and/or 

special furniture 
Speech-to-text ** (may use own devices) * 

 Translated test directions ** (SBAC PDFs) *  
 Translation glossary ** (select language) (SBAC PDFs 

for paper-pencil tests) * 
 

 *  Use of this support may require separate setting and/or extra time 
 ** Not available for CAA   
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EMBEDDED EMBEDDED EMBEDDED 
Breaks  ** Large print (21 pt.) - Zoom off  ** American sign language **  * 
Calculator (four-function for gr. 5, scientific for gr. 
8 & HS) ** 

Large print (24.5 pt.) - Zoom off  ** Braille ** (on computer)  * 

Digital notepad  ** Large print (35 pt.) - Zoom off  **  
Highlighter  ** Large print (42 pt.) - Zoom off  **  
Keyboard navigation  ** Large print (???) - Zoom off  
Mark for review  ** Text-to-speech ** *  
Math tools (ruler, protractor for specific items) ** Turn off Calculator  **  
Science charts  ** Turn off Digital notepad  **  
Science tools  ** Turn off Highlighter  **  
Spell check  ** Turn off Keyboard navigation  **  
Strikethrough  ** Turn off Mark for review  **  
Writing tools (bold, italic, bullets, undo/redo) ** Turn off Math tools  **  
Zoom (standard font size 14 pt.) ** Turn off Science charts  **  
 Turn off Science tools  **  
 Turn off Spell check  **  
 Turn off Strikethrough  **  
 Turn off Writing tools  **  
   

NON-EMBEDDED NON-EMBEDDED NON-EMBEDDED 
Breaks * Administer at time of day most beneficial for student Additional instructional supports (CAA only - must be 

on the IEP) 
Scratch paper Color overlay 100s number table  
 Magnification * Abacus 

 Noise buffers Calculator (four-function for gr. 5, scientific for gr. 8 & HS) 

 Read aloud * Math tools (e.g. protractor and ruler) 

 Science charts (state approved) Multiplication table 
 Scribe * Print on demand (must contact test coordinator) *  
 Separate setting * Speech-to-text (may use own devices) * 
 Simplified test directions  
 Special lighting, acoustics, assistive devices, and/or 

special furniture * 
 

  
  *  Use of this support may require separate setting and/or extra time 
  ** Not available for CAA 
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